


10 The Performance Pipeline

 Translated into visual form, the Performance Pipeline model 
for a big company looks like Figure  I.1 .   

 Now let ’ s examine each  “ turn ”  in the Performance Pipeline. I 
realize that some of the following may seem obvious; bear in mind 
that the value of the Pipeline is how it focuses attention on each 
layer ’ s results, and on the interconnectedness of the layers. The 
Pipeline provides a total picture for making the whole enterprise 
effi cient and effective. After the following brief descriptions of 
each layer, we ’ ll be better able to discuss the Pipeline ’ s value to 
organizations and to see how it operates. 

       Figure I.1     The Performance Pipeline Model  
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       Figure I.2     The Leadership Pipeline Model  
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 In Table  I.1  the two Pipelines are combined. From this point 
on, I ’ m going to be using Leadership Pipeline terminology for each 
layer — just glance at Figure  I.2  and Table  I.1 , and you ’ ll quickly 
become familiar with the key terms.    

  Business Case for the Performance Pipeline 

 Whenever it comes to a new model, the question is always whether 
implementation is worth it. There is always a learning curve to climb. 
There are always naysayers to convince. In my implementation 



  Table 3.1    Executive Vice President, Region (Group Manager) 

   Performance Dimensions     Required Work Values     Full Performance  

  Business Results 
   •      Development of global capability  

   •      Major Projects  

   •      Management Committee 
Effectiveness  

   •      Centers of Excellence  

   •      Balanced Global Network  

   •      Operating Methods  
   •      Brands  
   •      Strategic Imperatives  
   •       Group Profi t   

   •       Group Growth   
   •       New Ventures      

      •      Global business success.  
   •      World - class thinking at 

world - class levels.  

   •      No turf.  

   •      Shareholder value.  
   •      Social Responsibility.  

   •       An owner ’ s view of 
results.   

   •       Group market share 
growth.   

   •       Group business success.      

      •      Business/Function results enable [Co. B.] to deliver targeted 
shareholder value.  

   •      Centers of Excellence are world class.  
   •      Growth rate exceeds industry, year after year.  

   •      High level projects identifi ed and delivered.  
   •      Global brands and potential global brands are nurtured and 

protected.  

   •      Track record of delivering/exceeding profi t and growth 
targets, consistently over fi ve years.  

   •       Proactively connected and leveraged the Businesses to get 
additional results when [Co. B.] needs dictate.   

   •       Championed acquisitions that improve share earnings/image and 
rapidly assimilated into [Co. B.] community.   

   •       Supply chain effectiveness set global standard.      

(Continued)



Table 3.1 (Continued)

   Performance Dimensions     Required Work Values     Full Performance  

  Leadership Results 
   •      [Co. B.] Leadership  
   •      Corporate Strategy and Group 

Strategy Development  
   •      Motivated Team  
   •      Right People In the Right Place  
   •      Coaching and Development     

      •      Management 
Committee Champion.  

   •      World - class talent.  
   •      Staffi ng to strategy.  
   •       Success of Business 

Managers.      

      •      Role model for Management Committee membership.  
   •      Directly impacts the development of [Co. B.] enterprise 

strategy.  
   •      Group ’ s strategy understood throughout.  
   •      Role model for guiding principles.  
   •      Recruits/Coaches for world - class performance.  
   •      Effective [Co. B.] spokesperson internally and externally.  
   •      Net source of energy to the Group.  
   •       Connected the businesses to the Enterprise.   
   •        Built Business Leader succession.   
   •        Put the right Business Managers in place and got the wrong 

ones out.   
   •        Group ’ s capability improved every year.   
   •        Group programs demonstrably enhanced [Co. B.] ’ s business 

capability.      

  Management Results 
   •      Delegation  
   •      Reallocation  
   •      Appropriate Metrics  
   •      Risk Analysis and Management  
   •      Priorities/Resources Alignment  
   •       Operations Review And Follow - Up   
   •        Plan Reviews   
   •        Alignment Of Markets With 

Company Strategy      

      •      Effective oversight.  
   •      Transparency.  
   •      Flawless execution.  
   •      World - class governance.  
   •       Getting results through 

Business Managers.      

      •      Clearly defi ned and measured delegation and control 
system in place.  

   •      Strategic uncertainties closely monitored.  
   •      Right results at right time.  
   •      Business information fl ows quickly and accurately.  
   •      Metrics in place that enable early warning.  
   •      Transaction costs reduced each year.  
   •      No surprises.  
   •      Projects fl awlessly executed.  
   •       Regular operating reviews of business management results held 

in all markets.   
   •       Resources allocated and reallocated to assure Business and 

Enterprise results are achieved.      



   Performance Dimensions     Required Work Values     Full Performance  

  Relationship Results 
   •      Government Relations (for 

Group, with shareholder view)  
   •      Market - Level Connection  
   •      Management Committee  
   •      External Board  
   •      Strategic Alliances     

      •      Representing [Co. B.] 
externally.  

   •      Statesmanship.  
   •      Executive teamwork.  
   •      Free fl ow of information 

internally.     

      •      Focused on the common good at [Co. B.].  
   •      Open and candid with External Board and its members.  
   •      Key external partners willingly support [Co. B.].  
   •      Peers kept fully informed.  
   •      End Market relationships enable open, frequent dialogue in 

both directions.  
   •      Advice given to Chairman, Managing Director, fellow 

Directors was researched and refl ected a group perspective.  
   •      Built government partnerships for Group and shareholder 

benefi t.  
   •       Proactively developed sound working relationships with senior 

government offi cials in the Region.   
   •       Actively supported Functional strategy.      

  Innovation Results 
   •      Culture of (value - added 

innovation and change) 
leveraging multi - national/cross 
border insights     

      •      Innovation that 
leverages business 
results.  

   •      Wide diversity of 
sources for information 
and ideas.  

   •      Innovation across the 
business — all levels, all 
functions.  

   •      Speedy application of 
good ideas.     

      •      Created an environment throughout the organization 
which encouraged challenge, innovation and change.  

   •      Leveraged understanding of customers, consumers, 
suppliers, internal and external stakeholders, to inform 
business decisions.  

   •      Results indicate use of new ideas.  
   •       Made the space and the time to challenge, refl ect upon and 

revisit assumptions about the business model, practices and 
processes.      
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       Figure 4.1     Strategic Alignment 
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   Example  

  Lee was in his fi rst Country Business Manager position and 
struggling with a strong cyclical economy that was playing 
havoc with the business ’ s fi nancials. Lee had taken over eight 
months earlier in the midst of a severe market downturn. 
His predecessor had grown the business rapidly during the 
last boom, and the business had become bloated with 
employees and half - completed large - scale projects. Lee ’ s 
strategy had been to cut back drastically on expenses while 
encouraging Marketing to fi nd some niches to exploit during 



  Table 4.1    Chemical/Commercial Products Company, Business Manager 
     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through function to results through comprehensive business management  
   •      From state - of - the - art results to business success  
   •      From functional excellence to customer value  
   •      From planning for functional results to creating long - term strategic plans     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Business/Functional Results 
   •      Sales, OI, SG & A  
   •      Competitive analysis  
   •      Value proposition  
   •      Resource strategy  
   •      Economic environment  
   •      Acquisition decisions     

      •      Planned short - term business results are 
delivered without compromising 
long - term growth  

   •      Competitive advantage is sustainable  
   •      Value proposition meets and anticipates 

customer needs and [Co. E ’ s] needs  
   •      Economic, political, competitive, market 

and industry knowledge is evident in 
strategy and decision making  

   •      Acquisitions are evaluated holistically 
and from a strategic mindset     

      •      Profi t grows faster than revenue  
   •      Competitive advantage is achieved 

through innovation  
   •      Value proposition leads the industry  
   •      Acquisitions are seamlessly integrated     

      •      Understanding of fi nancial impact of 
decisions  

   •      Business planning; deep knowledge of 
the contribution of each function  

   •      Must know where to go for data and 
how to interpret business implications  

   •      Ability to think tactically and 
strategically  

   •      Able to think in terms of profi tability 
and sustainability rather than 
functional capability  

   •      Must know how to read and interpret 
market data and competitive response     

     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through function to results through comprehensive business management  



     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through function to results through comprehensive business management  
   •      From state - of - the - art results to business success  
   •      From functional excellence to customer value  
   •      From planning for functional results to creating long - term strategic plans     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Management 
   •      Operational planning  
   •      Organizational structure  
   •      Manage the business  
   •      Focus  
   •      Strategic problem solving  
   •      Drive strategy  
   •      Safety     

      •      Organizational energy is directed toward 
achieving business results  

   •      Functional activity fully integrated and 
aligned including Operations, RD & E and 
support functions, through the 
operational plan  

   •      Immune system in place and fully 
functioning  

   •      Reviews (project reviews, MPR, plan 
reviews) are conducted to drive decisions 
rather than share information  

   •      Business strategy is executed at optimal 
cost  

   •      Safety strategy supports achieving 
business results     

      •      Organizational energy is superior to 
peers ’  and competitors ’   

   •      Breakthrough results are achieved 
through industry leading strategies  

   •      Business units fully integrated and 
aligned through platform delivery  

   •      Business practices emulated by 
competition     

      •      Ability to make hard decisions and 
courage to stay the course  

   •      Contingency planning  
   •      Ability to architect an organization to 

support strategy  
   •      Ability to select and assess functional 

leaders based on business strategy  
   •      Ability to anticipate and avoid 

problems  
   •      Ability to problem solve at the root 

cause level  
   •      Multi - functional experience     

    Leadership 
   •      Personal leadership  
   •      Team strength  
   •      Enable functional 

leadership  
   •      Performance culture  
   •      Infl uence  
   •      Strategic vision  
   •      Company capability  
   •      Cross - selling culture     

      •      Personally connected to associates at all 
levels  

   •      Team strength is matched to strategic 
requirements  

   •       “ A ”  performance is delivered by every 
team member  

   •      Organizational champion for developing 
a diverse talent pipeline  

   •      Use of power is balanced and appropriate 
to both building strong functional leaders 
and take business risks  

   •      Business strategy delivers competitive 
advantage, is understood and accepted by 
the business and the Company  

   •      Results show tangible evidence of 
cross - division support     

      •      Role model for embodiment of 
corporate values and directives  

   •      Team performs with or without 
involvement of General Manager  

   •      Viewed as a premier employer by 
diverse talent inside and outside of 
organization  

   •      Sought out by various parts of 
organization for coaching and 
strategic thinking  

   •      Strategy emulated by competition  
   •      Opportunities for partnering 

cross - divisionally or internationally 
are actively leveraged     

      •      High integrity  
   •      Respectful of others  
   •      Willingness to rely on and have 

confi dence in functional leaders to 
achieve results  

   •      Knowing how to build alliances in 
order to get things done  

   •      Ability to create a future that people 
want to be a part of  

   •      Articulate communicator and effective 
listener     

(Continued)



     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through function to results through comprehensive business management  
   •      From state - of - the - art results to business success  
   •      From functional excellence to customer value  
   •      From planning for functional results to creating long - term strategic plans     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Relationships 
   •      Key customer 

relationships  
   •      Subordinate and senior 

executive relationships  
   •      Peer relationships  
   •      Company spokesperson  
   •      Community relations  
   •      Political relationships     

      •      Senior - level partnerships established 
with customers  

   •      Strong working relationships with each 
team member and each senior executive  

   •      Climate supports relationship building at 
all levels and throughout organization  

   •      Advance [Co. E] in the industry and 
analyst community by acting as 
persuasive Company spokesperson as 
appropriate  

   •      [Co. E] representative in community 
through participation on boards and 
community initiatives     

      •      Senior level partnerships with 
customers are leveraged for [Co. E ’ s] 
growth  

   •      Deliberately eliminates boundaries 
between business and between 
business and corporate functions  

   •      Infl uence and insight sought by 
community and industry leaders for 
advancement of initiatives     

      •      Appreciate relationships for the sake 
of relationships  

   •      Ability to make friends with everyone  
   •      Ability to understand what is driving 

other people  
   •      Ability to read powerful people and 

complex situations  
   •      Comfortable in a leadership role  
   •      Well read in current events  
   •      Understands the greater good     

    Growth 
   •      Growth strategy  
   •      New markets  
   •      New applications  
   •      Innovation  
   •      New products and 

services     

      •      Growth strategy results in profi table 
growth within own business as well as 
other [Co. E] businesses  

   •      Business processes are continually 
improved and exploit growth 
opportunities and/or lower cost  

   •      Investments are leveraged to create new 
markets and new applications  

   •      Acquisitions are completed based on 
world - class analysis and meet 
performance expectations     

      •      [Co. E] is embedded in customer 
strategy  

   •      Individual accountability among team 
is expanded to increase individual 
contribution  

   •      Customers invest in new products and 
applications     

      •      Intellectual curiosity  
   •      Market intelligence  
   •      Ability to think broadly and long term  
   •      Ability and willingness to exploit the 

market  
   •      Open - minded and tolerant of 

difference  
   •      Willingness to take risks and to learn 

from mistakes  
   •      Willingness to experiment and try new 

things     

Table 4.1 (Continued)
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  Table 5.1    Fast - Moving Consumer Goods Company, Function Manager (Marketing, Finance,  IT , Operations, Legal, and 
so on) 

   Performance Dimensions     Required Work Values     Full Performance  

    Operational Results 
   •      Total Functional Results Per Company 

Plan  
   •      Consolidated Functional Budgeted Results  
   •      Functional Productivity Gains     

      •      Total Business results.  
   •      Total Functional results.     

      •      Meets all functional requirements in ways that enable appropriate business 
results and meets the needs of other functions.  

   •      Optimizes/Improves systems and processes in ways that deliver 
productivity gains.  

   •      Makes decisions which are in best interest of the business before 
consideration of self, own function or market. Prepared to make 
appropriate trade - offs in interests of bigger business goals.     

    Leadership Results 
   •      Functional Leadership Pipeline  
   •      Organizational Development/Self -

 Sustaining Organization  
   •      Change Management (Culture Supporting 

Strategy)  
   •      Functional Strategy supporting Business 

Strategy  
   •      Line of Sight (Functional Vision Aligned 

with Business Vision)  
   •      People engagement  &  inspiration     

      •      Functional strategy, tied to 
business.  

   •      Functional leadership 
pipeline.  

   •      Functional excellence.     

      •      Develops functional strategy that fully supports business strategy and needs 
of other functions.  

   •      Develops a stream of functional innovation that drives the business 
forward.  

   •      Produces written development plans for self and direct reports; requires 
direct reports to do the same. Proactively follows - up the plans.  

   •      Leads and builds enthusiasm for change.  
   •      Actively coaches at every opportunity.  
   •      Shows high self awareness of their leadership role. Lives the Guiding 

Principles consistently.  
   •      Takes into account the competition and external developments in 

producing and developing both standards and programs.  
   •      Values and builds diverse teams.  
   •      Builds effective leadership pipeline, and robust succession.  
   •      Retains talent in the organization.  
   •      Engages his/her team in pursuing agreed strategy  &  plans.     



Table 5.1 (Continued)

   Performance Dimensions     Required Work Values     Full Performance  

    Management Results 
   •      Functional Plan — Develop, Monitor, and 

Report  
   •      Functional Performance Standards  
   •      Key Project Sponsorship  
   •      Function Organization/Staffi ng  
   •      Process Defi nition/Work Processes     

      •      Delegating management of 
the function to direct 
reports.  

   •      Functional management, 
at all layers.  

   •      Functional effi ciency.     

      •      Produces all functional work on time at desired quality level and cost.  
   •      Delegates oversight of functional tasks to direct reports.  
   •      Develops appropriate measurements and makes them clear to everyone.  
   •      Sets priorities in best interest of the business; resolves any confl ict 

promptly.  
   •      Ensures process optimization instead of functional excellence for its own 

sake.  
   •      Enables his/her team by providing development opportunities,  &  

implementing the required support systems (HR/IT/Fin).     

    Relationship Results 
   •      Knowledge Sharing — Peers  
   •      Cross - Functional Infl uence  
   •      Internal — Up and Down  
   •      Functional Chain of Command Vendors/

Suppliers/Contractors/  
   •      Business Partners     

      •      Multi - functional 
relationships.  

   •      Vertical relationships.     

      •      Shares information and ideas with other functions; focuses on total 
business.  

   •      Allocates/gives up functional resources to support company goals.  
   •      Creates a climate of teamwork and cross - functional cooperation 

throughout the function.     

    Innovation (Internal  &  External) Results 
   •      New Ways and Smarter Ways of Doing 

Old and New Work  
   •      External Functional Network     

      •      Functional state of the 
art — in pursuit of business 
results.     

      •      Seeks and utilizes customer input in design of services/programs/products.  
   •      Exceeds norms in product and service quality. Continuous improvement is 

the norm.  
   •      Proactively listens and engages with internal and external functional 

network, across markets.     



  Table 6.1  Biotechnology Company, Manager of Managers 
     Required Work Values 
   •      Getting results through managers  
   •      Developing leaders  
   •      Integrating with other units  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Trade - off decisions        

   Result Area     Full Performance     Required Behaviors and Competencies     Indicators of Need to Develop  

    Technical/Professional/
Operational 

   •      Deliver Program/Project  
   •      Right Science  
   •      Dose Optimization  
   •      Molecule  
   •      Committee membership  
   •      Protocol for Trials  
   •      Financial Management 

(budget)  
   •      Vendor Management  
   •      Branding 

Communication  
   •      Outsourcing  
   •      Final Study Reports  
   •      Program feasibility     

      •      Met both individual and 
aggregate goals and makes 
appropriate adjustments  

   •      Trade - off decisions 
improved over all l results 
for current year and next  

   •      Provided science coaching 
to assure achievement of 
goals and results  

   •      Research information 
delivered to strategy makers  

   •      Contributed to relevant 
strategy and drove its 
execution     

      •      Sets own and team ’  goals with relevant metrics that are 
challenging but achievable  

   •      Maintains persistence in the face of highly complex and/or 
adverse circumstances  

   •      Contributes to the business planning process  
   •      Identifi es and uses key fi nancial indicators necessary to 

measure business performance  
   •      Aligns relevant plans for own area with company - wide 

strategy, adapting these as needed     

      •      Doesn ’ t have time for thinking 
and refl ecting, as still involved 
in reviewing daily activities or 
performing an individual 
contributor role  

   •      May be reluctant to 
communicate bad news     

     Required Work Values 
   •      Getting results through managers  
   •      Developing leaders  
   •      Integrating with other units  
   •      Productivity  
• Trade off decisions



(Continued)

         Integrating with other units  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Trade - off decisions        

   Result Area     Full Performance     Required Behaviors and Competencies     Indicators of Need to Develop  

    Leadership 
   •      Communicate Vision a 

and Purpose  
   •      Model behavior  
   •      Succession Planning  
   •      Inform upward and 

across  
   •      Coaching/Develop/

Bring out the Best  
   •      Make people successful  
   •      Strategic input (to 

programming)     

      •      All department members 
understand and support the 
vision and the strategy  

   •      Lead by example; lives the 
values  

   •      Future leaders and future 
managers of managers 
identifi ed and developed  

   •      Right leader in the right job  
   •      Models and builds 

enthusiasm for change     

      •      Builds capacity for replicable execution in business 
performance, not just isolated victories  

   •      Fosters change and creativity by championing new and 
better ways to do things and making it safe for others to 
do so  

   •      Clarifi es peoples ’  roles in change efforts and sets clear 
targets that focus and align people effectively  

   •      Aligns short - term development goals with peoples ’  
longer - term aspirations and company ’ s business needs  

   •      Articulates what specifi cally is required for people to 
advance to the next level  

   •      Adapts coaching style to meet the unique needs of the 
individual or situation  

   •      Hires/selects the best people for both current and 
potential roles     

      •      Not devoting enough time to 
coaching of managers and role 
modeling feedback and 
accountability  

   •      May prioritize time with peer 
managers at the expense of 
coaching time with managers in 
development  

   •      Hoards talent  
   •      May select managers based on 

technical/ functional expertise     

    Management 
   •      Make decisions  
   •      Delegate  
   •      Quality guidance  
   •      Planning, priorities and 

trade - offs  
   •      React to problems  
   •      Performance 

measurement and 
rewards  

   •      Productivity  
   •      Information Flow  
   •      Growth and scalability  
   •      Integration with own 

and other groups     

      •      Improved processes 
increased productivity  

   •      First - line managers held 
accountable for 
management work; coached 
and developed  

   •      Team focused on key 
priorities/projects; measures 
and milestones ensure 
things happen as planned  

   •      Hard decisions made 
promptly, even when they 
may be unpopular  

   •      Cross - functional team - work 
drives business integration 
and performance delivery  

   •      Delegation and 
prioritization creates time 
for thinking and longer 
term planning     

      •      Maintains a positive culture of accountability in work 
areas, such as by clarifying accountabilities and following 
up regularly and constructively  

   •      Adapts operational processes for greater alignment with 
other processes  

   •      Determines roles and responsibilities for individuals and 
teams  

   •      Determines systems, standards, and assumptions that apply 
to an individual, team of group  

   •      Capitalizes on every opportunity to recognize or coach 
each individual to higher performance  

   •      Conveys unconventional or unpopular points of view 
constructively  

   •      Modifi es team roles and responsibilities to enhance team 
performance     

      •      Steps in to directly manage 
when fi rst - line managers get 
behind schedule  

   •      Doesn ’ t work hard enough at 
lateral integration  

   •      May rush to blame; may not 
solve process issues, but resolve 
incidents only  

   •      May still rescue managers in 
performance management or 
missed deliverables     



     Required Work Values 
   •      Getting results through managers  
   •      Developing leaders  
   •      Integrating with other units  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Trade - off decisions        

   Result Area     Full Performance     Required Behaviors and Competencies     Indicators of Need to Develop  

    Relationships 
   •      Customer  
   •      Regulatory  
   •      Peers/Other Orgs  
   •      Department 

Collaboration  
   •      Awareness of other 

functions     

      •      Information readily shared 
with peers, and throughout 
the function  

   •      Managed without 
boundaries laterally  

   •      Multi - functional and/or 
global thinking evident in 
plans, programs, procedures  

   •      External network produces 
meaningful benefi t of the 
company     

      •      Develops details understanding of customers ’  needs, issues, 
and priorities — consistently searching for ways to improve 
services to them  

   •      Is able to suspend biases and other strongly held beliefs in 
order to actively listen to others ’  views  

   •      Considers the needs and interests of others and 
incorporates information relevant to them in 
communications  

   •      Shares expertise with other departments when asked     

      •      Not prioritizing customer or 
partner interaction; may 
delegate to others or ignore  

   •      May have  “ telling style ”  with 
customer or partners vs. 
learning or listening  

   •      May be impatient with peer 
meetings and differing needs/
perspectives  

   •      No external network     

    Horizon 20.10.1 
   •      Management and 

leadership innovation     

      •      New ways to do 
management work 
discovered and applied  

   •      Takes calculated risks and 
learns from mistakes to 
improve results     

      •      Introduces improvements to processes, operations, or 
practices in own or other areas that yield high value and 
sustainable business performance  

   •      Shows creativity and foresight in applying cross - functional 
knowledge to arrive at innovative solutions  

   •      Takes action — and empowers others as well — to make 
process improvements that add value through greater 
reliability or effi ciency     

      •      Risk averse, takes no risks  
   •      No interest in learning 

management and leadership 
skills and practices     

Table 6.1 (Continued)
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  Table 7.1    Manager of Others 

     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through personal effort and cooperation to results through others  
   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
   •      From planning own work to planning work for team and performance management  
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
   •      From developing high - quality individual work and skills to developing managerial skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

   Management 
    •      Priorities  
   •      Work Plans  
   •      Execution and process 

management  
   •      Problem solving  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Compliance (SOX, 

Audit, local tax and 
labor legislation, etc)  

   •      Project management     

      •      Priorities for self and team established based 
on department/function objectives  

   •      All employees had clear direction, 
accountability, agreed upon current and 
measurable objectives  

   •      Control system ensured timely results and 
no surprises  

   •      Self  &  team in full compliance with 
internal policies, processes, standards and 
local legislation  

   •      Productivity increases each year; Self and 
team consistently reduced all non - value -
 adding work and waste     

      •      Management 
practices copied by 
peers  

   •      Decision making, 
problem solving and 
compliance set the 
standards for peers ’  
teams  

   •      Each individual and 
team in total met all 
goals     

      •      Sub - function experience 
 &  expertise  

   •      Organizational and time 
management skills  

   •      Ability to anticipate and 
avoid problems  

   •      Ability to think logically  
   •      Ability to make quality 

decisions  
   •      Delegation skills  
   •      Full Knowledge of 

function strategy  
   •      Project management skills  
   •      Knowledge and 

interpretation of policies, 
processes, procedures and 
systems  

   •      Sound judgment     
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     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through personal effort and cooperation to results through others  
   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
   •      From planning own work to planning work for team and performance management  
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
   •      From developing high - quality individual work and skills to developing managerial skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

   Professional/Technical/ 
Operational 

    •      KBIs delivery  
   •      Sales/volume/cost  
   •      Budget and expense 

management  
   •      Customer Satisfaction  
   •      Customer/vendor 

infl uence and decisions  
   •      Information analysis, 

sharing and reports  
   •      Project delivery     

      •      Delivered product, service, advice to 
specifi cation within budget and on time 
through team  

   •      All mission critical goals/KBIs met  
   •      Projects met all targets and helped deliver 

function strategy  *    
   •      Customer Satisfaction surveys were analyzed 

and related action plans were developed  
   •      Management of customer (external/internal) 

engagement process enabled achievement of 
objectives  

   •      Advanced information on professional/ 
technical/operational opportunities and 
changes shared appropriately  

   •      Right vendor delivered right services at 
right time for the right price  *    

   •      Requested reports delivered accurately and 
on time     

      •      All mission critical 
goals/KBIs exceeded  

   •      New (additional) 
results achieved 
within budget  

   •      Extra value through 
customer and vendor 
partnerships     

      •      General business practices 
used here  

   •      Ability to see the  “ big 
picture ”   

   •      Ability to read and 
interpret market data and 
competitive response  

   •      Drive for results  
   •      Understanding of cost/

revenue impact of 
decisions     

Table 7.1 (Continued)

     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through personal effort and cooperation to results through others  
   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
   •      From planning own work to planning work for team and performance management  
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
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(Continued)

p g p g p g
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
   •      From developing high - quality individual work and skills to developing managerial skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

   People Development 
    •      Team strength  
   •      Team development  
   •      Coaching and 

feedback  
   •      Successor 

Development  
   •      Recruiting  
   •      Employee Training     

      •      All team members have and use required 
technical competence  

   •      Coaching and feedback were part of 
day - to - day job and there were no surprises 
in the performance evaluation  

   •      All employees had a current development 
plan and were actively pursuing it  

   •      Identifi ed successor ’ s development plan was 
implemented  

   •      Right person in right job to deliver results  
   •      New hires have potential for bigger jobs     

      •      Team members sought 
by other departments/
functions  

   •      Exceptional 
performers wanted to 
work on his/her team  

   •      Sought out as coach 
by other areas     

      •      Identifi cation and 
selection of talent  

   •      Coaching skills  
   •      Ability to create a 

learning environment  
   •      Teaching [company] 

culture requirements  
   •      Feedback skills     

   Leadership 
    •      Translation of Group/

Country/Function 
strategic guidelines 
into local/
departmental purpose 
and direction  

   •      Change leadership  
   •      Performance 

management  
   •      Employee retention  
   •      Motivation/

recognition     

      •      Group/Country/Function strategic guidelines 
were translated into local/departmental 
goals and direction  *    

   •      Need for change was clearly communicated 
and accepted by the team  

   •      Regular recognition of employees produced 
increased performance  

   •      Poor performance addressed quickly  
   •      Lives corporate values and Code of Business 

Conduct     

      •      Considered a role 
model for leading 
high - performing and 
diverse front - line 
teams  

   •      Team effectiveness 
was greater than 
peers ’   

   •      Role model for living 
corporate values and 
directives at this layer     

      •      Ability to interpret 
function strategy and 
culture  *    

   •      Ability to implement 
change  *    

   •      Ability to set clear 
standards for performance  

   •      High integrity  
   •      Ability to adapt 

leadership style 
appropriately  

   •      Ability to identify 
motivators key to 
individual performance  

   •      Confl ict resolution     



     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through personal effort and cooperation to results through others  
   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
   •      From planning own work to planning work for team and performance management  
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
   •      From developing high - quality individual work and skills to developing managerial skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

   Relationships 
    •      Customers/vendors/ 

suppliers  
   •      Functional 

stakeholders (peers, 
manager, functional 
community)  

   •      Opinion leaders and 
other important 
stakeholders  

   •      Cross - functional 
teamwork     

      •      Customers/suppliers/vendors interface 
included win - win solutions  

   •      Open communication with peers and 
manager(s) assured  “ no surprises ”   

   •      Trust and confi dence developed with 
internal stakeholders  

   •      Cooperation with other functions ensured 
improved team ’ s results     

      •      Function relationships 
enabled country ’ s/
BU ’ s/Group ’ s unique 
needs to be met  

   •      Plans and goals 
refl ected multi - unit 
thinking     

      •      Ability to build 
relationships that enable 
results  

   •      Ability to communicate 
effectively  

   •      Country/BU business 
knowledge/awareness  

   •      Ability to read the 
situation and understand 
priorities  

   •      Knowledge of local needs 
and practices  

   •      Teamwork skills and 
mindset  

   •      Ability to develop win/
win solutions     

Table 7.1 (Continued)

     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through personal effort and cooperation to results through others  
   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
• From planning own work to planning work for team and performance management
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   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
   •      From planning own work to planning work for team and performance management  
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
   •      From developing high - quality individual work and skills to developing managerial skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

   Growth and Innovation 
    •      New technical/

operational/ 
professional initiatives  

   •      New ideas  
   •      Technical/functional 

innovation  *    
   •      Systems, processes and 

standards improvement     

      •      Track record of improvements driven by 
curiosity and application of new knowledge 
and ideas  *    

   •      Relevant processes/programs continuously 
improved  

   •      Business initiatives were implemented 
successfully     

      •      Team targets were 
exceeded through 
fi nding new ways of 
using function 
process/program 
improvements and 
new ideas  

   •      Continuous 
improvement was a 
 “ way of life ”  in the 
team     

      •      Willingness to 
experiment and try new 
ideas  

   •      Process improvement 
skills  

   •      Product and industry 
knowledge  

   •      Benchmarking of best 
practices within 
[enterprise] in own 
function     

   CSR 
    •      Policy understanding  
   •      Health, Safety  &  

Environment  
   •      Employer reputation     

      •      CSR strategy and program fully understood 
and implemented as appropriate by the team  

   •      Health, safety  &  environment management 
systems and procedures in place and 
followed  

   •      Workplace conditions (physical) supported 
productivity, health and safety  

   •      Ensured that the company ’ s local events 
enhanced the company ’ s image  *    

   •      Lives enterprise Citizenship     

      •      Opportunities for 
partnering with the 
community actively 
leveraged (e.g. 
speeches to 
educational 
institutions)  

   •      CSR programs copied 
by peers  

   •      Role model for 
enterprise Citizenship 
in the Country     

      •      Ability to disseminate 
and enforce health, safety 
 &  environment policy  

   •      Full knowledge of 
enterprise policies     

    *   Item is critical to current strategy.   
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  Table 7.2    Manager of Others, Operational 

   Guiding Principles: (1) Getting results through others. (2) Engaging, training, and serving others. (3) Remove obstacles inhibiting 
team performance. (4) From teamwork to teambuilding. (5) Taking accountability for success of others. (6) Living and prompting 
company values. (7) From personal planning to planning for team results. (8) From individual results to providing customer results.  

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance  

   Business, Financial, and Technical 
Results 

    •      Delivery target achievement, e.g., 
minerals recovered/sorted, tons 
treated  

   •      Cost target achievement  
   •      Quality target achievement  
   •      Productivity target achievement, 

e.g., tons per man hour per person, 
turnaround time     

      •      Targets, due dates and quality standards consistently met 
by self and team  

   •      Produced consistent results by holding employees to 
agreed - upon targets, methods and measures  

   •      Incremental improvement in results achieved through 
productivity improvement (more with less)     

      •      Targets, due dates and quality 
standards regularly exceeded  

   •      New results in new ways  
   •      Set the standard for frontline 

managers in achieving results  
   •      Productivity effi ciency and 

effectiveness increased signifi cantly 
each year     

   Leadership  &  Growth Results 
    •      Goal clarity, alignment and 

performance direction  
   •      Change management, engagement 

and communication  
   •      Self and team capabilities  —  

knowledge, skill and experience 
level (includes training and 
coaching  

   •      Team effectiveness, motivation and 
wellness  

   •      New ideas implemented and 
processes improved     

      •      Vision, business direction and department goals  —  
embraced by team that can articulate them  

   •      Case for change well communicated and effectively 
executed  

   •      Recognition given where it is due and performance issues 
proactively dealt with  

   •      Self and all team members achieved development 
objectives  

   •      New ideas  &  opportunities for improving work methods 
and processes sought and applied  

   •      Created an inclusive positive climate  —  energized team 
to achieve better performance than previous year     

      •      Employees want to work on 
manager ’ s team  

   •      The need for change is recognized 
and championed up through the 
organization  

   •      Sought out as a mentor or coach  
   •      Sets the standard for providing 

regular, on - going feedback  
   •      Other managers actively recruit 

direct reports  
   •      Signifi cant number of 

improvement ideas per team 
member implemented     
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   Guiding Principles: (1) Getting results through others. (2) Engaging, training, and serving others. (3) Remove obstacles inhibiting 
team performance. (4) From teamwork to teambuilding. (5) Taking accountability for success of others. (6) Living and prompting 
company values. (7) From personal planning to planning for team results. (8) From individual results to providing customer results.  

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance  

   Management Results 
    •      Work schedule  —  people, resources, 

money and work  
   •      Resource provision and availability 

(people and tools to do the job)  
   •      Plan implemented  
   •      Progress monitoring, reporting and 

corrective action     

      •      Work and project plans in place to accomplish team 
objectives  

   •      Put right people in right job at the right time  
   •      Work assigned and work loads balanced  
   •      Control systems  &  measures in place ensured timely 

results  
   •      Appropriate resources available at right cost  
   •      A safe work environment is created for all team members     

      •      Sets the standard for resource 
availability, plan delivery and 
progress monitoring  

   •      On - going planning and control 
systems achieve results higher than 
peers and are best practice  

   •      Provides innovating solutions     

   Customer  &  Relationship Results 
    •      Customer/supplier knowledge, 

relationships needs and satisfaction  
   •      Service level agreement delivery  
   •      Employee relationships  
   •      Team effectiveness (own and other 

teams)  
   •      Knowledge sharing and networking 

within team     

      •      Built effective working relationship with manager, peers, 
team members, customers  &  suppliers  

   •      Full understanding of customer needs gained and applied  
   •      Knowledge - based relationships with other departments/

functions, customers/venders drove results  
   •      Proactively built networks to understand big picture and 

achieve results     

      •      Plans and goals fully support other 
teams  

   •      Networks optimized to achieve 
exceptional results  &  create new 
thinking     
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  Table 7.3    Manager of Others, Specialist 
   Guiding Principles: (1) Getting results through others. (2) Engaging, training, and serving others. (3) Remove obstacles inhibiting team performance. 
(4) From teamwork to teambuilding. (5) Taking accountability for success of others. (6) Living and prompting company values. (7) From personal 
planning to planning for team results. (8) From individual results to providing customer results.  

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance  

   Business, Financial, and Technical Results 
    •      Output target achievement e.g., Consulting 

solutions proposed achieved targeted results, 
advice  &  opinions accepted created value 
 — prevented destruction of value  

   •      Cost target achievement  
   •      Risk target achievement  
   •      Quality target achievement  
   •      Productivity targets achievement e.g. 

turnaround time, Project ROI     

      •      Self and team always met targets, due dates and quality 
standards  

   •      Produced consistent results by holding employees to 
agreed - upon targets, methods and measures  

   •      Incremental improvement in results achieved (more 
with less)     

      •      Targets, due dates and quality standards 
regularly exceeded  

   •      New results in new ways  
   •      Set the standard for achievement of 

delivery results  
   •      Productivity effi ciency and effectiveness 

increased signifi cantly each year     

   Leadership  &  Growth Results 
    •      Goal clarity, alignment and performance 

direction  
   •      Change management, engagement and 

communication  
   •      Team capabilities and skill level (includes 

training and coaching  
   •      Team effectiveness, motivation and wellness  
   •      Number of new ideas implemented and 

processes improved  
   •      Personal development and technical skill 

and knowledge level e.g., new technology     

      •      Vision, business direction and department goals 
 — embraced by team that can articulate them  

   •      Creates an inclusive positive climate where team is 
engaged  &  energized to achieve better performance than 
last year  

   •      Case for change well communicated and effectively 
executed  

   •      Gives recognition where it is due and proactively deals 
with performance issues  

   •      Self and all team members achieved development 
objectives  

   •      Sought and applied B@$ new ideas  &  opportunities for 
improving work methods and processes     

      •      Employees want to work on manager ’ s team  
   •      The need for change is recognized and 

championed up through the organization  
   •      Sought out as a mentor or coach  
   •      Sets the standard for providing regular, 

on - going feedback  
   •      Team norm is to seek new knowledge and 

ideas to drive growth  
   •      Signifi cant number of improvement ideas 

per team member implemented     
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   Guiding Principles: (1) Getting results through others. (2) Engaging, training, and serving others. (3) Remove obstacles inhibiting team performance. 
(4) From teamwork to teambuilding. (5) Taking accountability for success of others. (6) Living and prompting company values. (7) From personal 
planning to planning for team results. (8) From individual results to providing customer results.  

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance  

   Management Results 
    •      Work schedule  —  people, resources, money 

and work  
   •      Resource provision and availability (people 

and tools to do the job)  
   •      Plan implementation  
   •      Progress monitoring, reporting and 

corrective action  
   •      Policies and standards compliance, e.g., 

Quality and risk  
   •      Decision and problem solving quality, e.g.,, 

build/fi x or buy application     

      •      Work and project plans in place to accomplish major 
team objectives  

   •      Put right people in right job at the right time  
   •      Work assigned and work loads balanced  
   •      Control systems  &  measures in place ensured timely 

results and no surprises (data tracking, TQM, problem 
solving, sales tracking)  

   •      Appropriate resources available at reasonable cost     

      •      On - going planning and control systems 
achieve results higher than peers ’  and are 
best practice  

   •      Other managers actively recruit direct 
reports     

   Customer  &  Relationship Results 
    •      Knowledge of customer/consumer needs  
   •      Customer satisfaction level and customer 

communication  
   •      Employee relationships (disciplinary and 

grievances)  
   •      Service level agreement delivery  
   •      Supplier and contractor relationships, 

agreements and management     

      •      Full understanding of customer needs gained and applied  
   •      Built effective working relationship with boss, peers, 

team members, customers  &  suppliers  
   •      Strong external network were available as needed  
   •      Knowledge - based relationships with other departments/

functions, customers / venders used to drive results  
   •      Proactively built networks to understand big picture and 

achieve results     

      •      Plans and goals fully support other teams 
and refl ect multifunctional thinking  

   •      External networks optimized to introduce 
new thinking     



     Required Work Values 
   •      Adopting enterprise ’ s values and culture  
   •      Meeting industry professional standards  
   •      Proactively fi nding new and better ways to accomplish the work *   
   •      Connecting management to the work challenges  
   •      Identifying problems early and seeking solutions     
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  Table 8.1    Performance Standards, Self - Manager 

     Required Work Values 
   •      Adopting enterprise ’ s values and culture  
   •      Meeting industry professional standards  
   •      Proactively fi nding new and better ways to accomplish the work *   
   •      Connecting management to the work challenges  
   •      Identifying problems early and seeking solutions     

   Performance Dimensions     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Indicators of Need to 
Develop in Place  

   Operational/Technical/
Financial Results  

 Individual or project/program 
results 

   •       Cost targets   
   •       Individual or project/program 

goals and due dates   
   •       Work orders   
   •       Sales, customer infl uence   
   •       Accuracy, timeliness of 

analysis      

      •      Sale/Project/Process costs within 
budget  *    

   •      All delivery targets and due 
dates met  

   •      Professional standards met in all 
regards  

   •      Work accomplished according to 
safety and quality guidelines and 
practices     

      •      All targets and due dates exceeded  
   •      Quality of work is model for peers  
   •      Ideas to improve work processes add 

extra value  *       

      •      Not on track to meet due 
dates, not catching up  

   •      Safety or quality 
violation  

   •      Wastes resources  *    
   •      Doesn ’ t know the 

standards     

   Self Management 
    •       Plans and organization of work   
   •       Cost, quality and timeliness   
   •       Effective use of resources   
   •       Success of unit   
   •       Measures and controls      

      •      Personal work plans assure 
on - time delivery  

   •      Personal work plans fi t with 
others in/outside of the Unit  

   •      Obstacles owned and overcome  *    
   •      Early problem detection misses     

      •      Personal time management resulted 
in a signifi cant productive increase  *    

   •      Process improvements in own and 
other ’ s work increased Unit ’ s results  *    

   •      Personal growth set the standard for 
the team.     

      •      Excessive socializing  
   •      Lacks focus and/or 

commitment  
   •      Sense of closure comes 

too early  
   •      Stops and starts     



   •      Identifying problems early and seeking solutions     

   Performance Dimensions     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Indicators of Need to 
Develop in Place  

   Leadership 
    •       Infl uence   
   •       Individual development   
   •       Teamwork/team play   
   •       Values/Ethics      

      •      Right information provided to 
right people, in right way, at 
right time  

   •      Team play contributed to team 
success  

   •      Personal behavior consistent 
with Enterprise values/ethics  

   •      Self - development led to support 
for program/process changes  *       

      •      Infl uence skills led to peer 
acceptance for needed change  

   •      Increased productivity through new 
process creation  *       

      •      Can ’ t sell his/her ideas  
   •      Insuffi cient 

communication effort  
   •      Resists change  
   •      Doesn ’ t live the values     

   Relationships 
    •       Customer/contractor relations   
   •       Collaborate with peers, other 

functions and business units   
   •       Support the boss and team   
   •       Networking      

      •      Effective working relationship 
with boss and coworkers created 
synergy  

   •       “ How can I help you? ”  and 
 “ How am I hindering? ”  regularly 
asked  

   •      Network with peers and other 
key parties (e.g., customer) gets 
things done  

   •      Success of the team and 
organization always placed 
ahead of personal ambition  *       

      •      Model for effective working 
relationships with peers  

   •      Gets needed results through external 
networks  *    

   •      Routinely helped peers in/outside 
function succeed     

      •      Keeps to him/herself  
   •      Not responsive to needs 

or requests of peers  *    
   •      Ignores boss, doesn ’ t 

prepare for meetings with 
boss  

   •      Puts self ahead of team     

   Customer/Patient/User 
    •       Product safety and effi cacy   
   •       Knowledge of customer needs/

expectations   
   •       Feedback to Enterprise/boss      

      •      Met commitments to customer 
value creation  

   •      Customer feedback infl uence 
product and process 
improvement  *    

   •      Safety protocols strictly followed     

      •      Sought by others for customer 
knowledge, trends and 
understanding of customer needs 
(segmentation, buying patterns)  *    

   •      Quality of customer feedback 
redirected programs and plans     

      •      Unaware of customer 
issues  

   •      Doesn ’ t understand 
quality or safety standards  

   •      Not relating with 
customers     

    *   Critical to new strategic initiative.   
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 The Technical Performance Pipeline (TPP) is a series of 
increasingly more responsible Self - Manager positions that impact 
the effectiveness or direction of the function, business, or enter-
prise. By tackling the biggest technical/professional challenges, 
they add unique value. To see how the TPP looks for a big company, 
see Figure  8.1 .   

 The TPP helps advance the function ’ s, business ’ s, or enter-
prise ’ s understanding of the technical playing fi eld, brings new 
technology into the organization, and infl uences the strategic 

       Figure 8.1     Technical Performance Pipeline  
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  Table 8.2    Technical Path Levels 

   Level and Performance 
Contribution  

   Description     Key Shift in Results Expected  

  Consulting Technical Advisor 
  Building Technical Capability in 

the Organization   

      •      Fully skilled technical specialist. Spends 80 – 90% 
of time doing technical work and 10 – 20% 
mentoring others  

   •      Consults globally on technical problems, shares 
experiences and trains and develops others     

      •      Applied specifi c technical knowledge 
and provided key data, expertise, and 
advice to support decision making     

  Principal Technical Expert 
  Creating Competitive Advantage   

      •      Establishes the framework for technical 
excellence  

   •      Ensures best practices are understood and 
followed  

   •      Sets technical direction and informs operating 
plan by identifying the right research and 
technical areas of focus  

   •      Informs the business strategy and comes up with 
solutions to complex technical and business 
problems     

      •      Managed research and developed 
technical methods and standards for 
area of expertise in support of 
achieving project, regional, or 
corporate plans and strategy     

  Leading Technical Expert 
  Changing the Way the Industry 

Does Business   

      •      Sits at the headquarter site and will always 
infl uence industry and corporate strategy  

   •      Develops a process, technique, or concept that 
has a signifi cant impact to the industry and 
enterprise ’ s ability to achieve strategic plans  

   •      This person is usually a visionary and is a leader 
in international forums     

      •      Set technical strategy focusing on 
ongoing identifi cation of new 
strategies and targets  

   •      Creates strategic opportunity for 
[company] that would not be possible 
without industry changing technical 
contribution     



  Table 9.1    Company C 

     

  Past    Today    Future  

   Small Company Model      Bigger Business Model Focused on 
Excellence   

   World Leader Model   

   “ A few good people ”      “ A great team ”      “ World ’ s best practice ”   
   From Start - up to Now     From Now to Five Years Out     Beyond Five Years  

  D
ir

ec
ti

on
  

      •      Visionary leaders  —  
Visionary Product Concept     

      •      Clarity of direction and identity 
 - strategically managed and customer 
focused     

      •      One company  —  teamwork and leading - edge 
practices     

  C
ul

tu
re

  

      •      Knowing culture with high 
loyalty and strong family 
orientation     

      •      Learning culture with high 
accountability     

      •      Cultural renewal driven by business and 
environmental realities     

  Le
ad

er
sh

ip
  

      •      Strong company values and 
a commitment to leadership  

   •      Closely held strategy and 
decision making     

      •      Clear defi nition of  “ The [Company] 
Leader ”   —  business and talent mindset 
is key, becoming the best place to work  

   •      Transparent, honest and direct 
relationships  —  customers, Board, 
employees, suppliers     

      •      Anticipates and defi nes its future  
   •      The best leaders and the best place to work     

  M
an

ag
em

en
t 

M
od

el
  

      •      Operationally oriented, 
short - term focus  

   •      Insuffi cient process discipline 
and accountability; no single 
identity     

      •      New management model to drive process 
discipline, teamwork and speed  

   •      Innovative and collaborative work 
environment  

   •      Consistency of service, brand, leadership     

      •      Entrepreneurship at every level  
   •      World leader in innovation and user - centered 

services  
   •      Evolving portfolio of leading - edge services     

    
   Niche business under the 
radar   

   Mainstream, differentiated business with 
energy and tension to change faster   

   Visible and respected business that defi nes its 
own future and pulls it into the present   

       Vision, Mission, Values, Customer Promise, and Employee Bond   



       Figure 10.1     The Six Phases of the Personal Transition 
   Source:    NeuroPower and Drotter Human Resources.   

EngagementMeaning LearningAction ReinvigorationEmbedding

The individual uses
the knowledge and 
power of the position 
to empower others, 
and resists the
temptation to 
compete with them. 
This involves being 
less egocentric and
more centered on the 
needs and aspirations 
of the team. The
performance problems 
and obstacles are 
defined and solved in 
ways that facilitate
teamwork and team 
performance.

The individual 
creates a clear course 
of action, makes her 
intentions known, and 
creates opportunities 
for the team. She has 
the courage to take 
action that translates 
the strategy or 
operating plans into 
appropriate results-
oriented actions.

The individual 
gets meaning for 
the company 
and himself 
through absolute 
role clarity and
a new identity.

The individual reflects, 
thinks, and adjusts on 
the basis of feedback. 
He conquers his fear of 
failure. This involves
clearly identifying the 
relevant business or 
personal principles and 
role requirements, and
using them rather than 
politics to drive plans.

The individual finds 
ways to embed in 
the business team
training and 
systems gains that 
have been made at 
previous phases. 
She looks at the 
successes and 
duplicates them
throughout.

The individual 
runs the risk of
complacency (when 
he doesn’t want to 
lose what he has, but
anything else seems 
like a lot of hard 
work). Instead, he 
moves from potential 
disillusionment to
being discerning of 
future goals as well 
as personal strengths 
and weaknesses. He 
discovers the energy 
for reinvigoration.

Value Creation Value Realization

Overcome three critical “sins” of personal transition

Selfishness Fear Indifference



(Continued)

  Table 11.1    Pipeline Performance Evaluation, Manager of Others 
     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results personally to getting results through others  
   •      From valuing own success to valuing the success of others    

    Name: Johanna Johnson  
  Title: Mgr. 1 Audits  
  Date: 12/15/09  
  Period Covered: 2009  
  Prepared by: B. Ramirez     

   Standards     Not Yet Full     Full     Exceptional     Rating  

   Operational/Technical Results  
     •      Self/team always meet targets, due dates, and quality 

standards 
   
   •      Reliable results produced by holding employees to 

agreed - upon methods and measures  
   •      Innovation through being technically current with 

state - of - the - art industry regulations and product 
development methods  

   •      Operational/technical/ professional advice to team 
assured achievement of goals and results     

  Overspent staff 
development budget 
by 10%, mostly on 
courses that weren ’ t 
job related.  

  Work group met all KPIs this year. See 
Dec. KPI report. 

 Work group met all goals this year due to 
excellent management discipline. 
Performance discussions held every 
month.  

  Team developed 
quicker methods 
of completing 
audits that are 
compliant with 
regulation, 
resulting in 
greater effi ciency.  

  Full  

   Management  
 All associates have clear, current and measurable goals 

and objectives 
 Annual plan ensured effective allocation of resources in 

order to reach targets/goals 
 Control systems ensured timely results and no surprises 
 Regular and ongoing feedback provided to direct reports 
 Right people in right job at right time 
 Clear picture of current performance conveyed to 

project team members  *   
 Project team members received coaching and feedback *  *   

  Completion of 
Monitoring project 
jeopardized by poor 
scheduling required 
extra staff resources 
to accomplish work 
on time.  

  Roles and accountabilities clearly defi ned. 
Open and candid dialogue conducted 
at least monthly. 

 Team performance measures are linked to 
goals and milestones. Achievement can 
be clearly followed. 

 Critique and process improvement of 
team ’ s work done at weekly team 
meetings resulted in fi nding ways to cut 
costs by 10%. 

 All team members are full performers.  

      Full  



     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results personally to getting results through others  
   •      From valuing own success to valuing the success of others    

    Name: Johanna Johnson  
  Title: Mgr. 1 Audits  
  Date: 12/15/09  
  Period Covered: 2009  
  Prepared by: B. Ramirez     

   Standards     Not Yet Full     Full     Exceptional     Rating  

   Leadership  
     •      Led by example; lives to corporate values  
   •      Viable successor developed and retained  
   •      Business case for change well communicated and 

effectively executed  
   •      Development plans are in place for everyone and 

actively pursued     

  Cut corners on data 
validation in order 
to meet deadlines 

 No viable backup in 
place 

 Team capability not 
improved. Chose 
wrong development 
actions/programs  

  Team members had right information at 
the right time due to weekly planning 
meetings.  

      Not Yet 
Full  

   Relationships  
     •      Open communication with associates, peers and 

manager(s)  
   •      Displays fairness, exhibits trust and gains respect 

through own behavior and actions  
   •      Full understanding of customer needs and peer 

requirements sought and addressed  
   •      Proactively establish and maintain internal and 

external stakeholders and relationships  
   •      Listening skills to others needs, agendas and priorities     

      Reached out to customers at least once per 
month and peers on a weekly basis. 
Widely viewed as reliable supplier and 
partner.  

  Role model for 
participation in 
staff mtgs and 
design mtgs 

 Networking with 
peers in industry 
resulted in team 
learning and 
incorporating 
more effective 
audits methods  

  Exceeds  

   Innovation  
     •      Process improvement increased productivity vs. last 

year  
   •      One useful innovation each year     

      Consistent process improvement effort by 
self and team. Source of ideas and 
improvement for peers.  

      Full  

    *   For employees on project teams.   

Table 11.1 (Continued)
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     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through a multifunctional business to results through regional capability  
   •      From business competitive advantage to regional leverage  
   •      From shareholder value to stakeholder value  
   •      From long - term strategic plans to strategic frameworks  
• From valuing all functions to valuing all businesses

262  Group Manager 
     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through a multifunctional business to results through regional capability  
   •      From business competitive advantage to regional leverage  
   •      From shareholder value to stakeholder value  
   •      From long - term strategic plans to strategic frameworks  
   •      From valuing all functions to valuing all businesses     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Business/Functional Results 
   •      Regional profi t, 

economic profi t  
   •      Regional sales, volume  
   •      Region product portfolio  
   •      Value proposition  
   •      Region positioning  
   •      Economic environment     

      •      Planned short - term Regional results (volume, 
profi t, ROI) delivered without compromising 
long - term growth  

   •      Competitive advantage sustainable across Region  
   •      Economic, political, competitive, market and 

industry knowledge evident in strategic framework  
   •      Each Country met all KBIs  
   •      Each Country made a direct contribution to 

Regional leverage     

      •      Profi t grows faster than 
revenue for the Region  

   •      Competitive advantage 
achieved through 
leveraging resources  

   •      KBI achievement 
exceeded all other 
Regions  

   •      Each country met all 
targeted results     

      •      Balancing risks  
   •      Understanding of fi nancial impact of 

decisions in each Country  
   •      Strategic planning; deep knowledge of the 

contribution of each Country  
   •      Multi - Country experience  
   •      Ability to think strategically  
   •      Experience in running a Country  
   •      Must know how to read and interpret 

Regional market data and competitive 
response     

    Management 
   •      Operational planning  
   •      Organizational structure  
   •      Quality  
   •      Strategic problem 

solving  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Resource tradeoffs  
   •      Portfolio management     

      •      Product quality consistently at or above standard 
across Region  

   •      Tradeoff decisions assured all Countries met plans  
   •      Best practice transfer improved every Country  
   •      Portfolio adjustments enabled Region to improve 

competitive advantage     

      •      Organizational energy 
superior to other 
Regions  

   •      Business practices 
emulated by 
competition and other 
Regions  

   •      Productivity improved 
year after year     

      •      Ability to manage a portfolio  
   •      Experience managing through Business 

leaders  
   •      Ability to make hard decisions among 

good choices and courage to stay the 
course  

   •      Contingency planning experience  
   •      Willingness to rely on and have confi dence 

in Country leaders to achieve results  
   •      Ability to shift resources to address 

problems  
   •      Ability to anticipate and avoid problems     



   •      From long - term strategic plans to strategic frameworks  
   •      From valuing all functions to valuing all businesses     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Leadership 
   •      Portfolio strategy  
   •      Personal leadership  
   •      Pipeline development  
   •      Enable Business 

leadership  
   •      Performance culture  
   •      Strategic vision; strategy  
   •      Social responsibility  
   •      OpCo success     

      •      Portfolio strategy delivered competitive advantage; 
understood and accepted by the employees and 
the Company  

   •       “ A ”  performance delivered by every Country and 
teamwork evident  

   •      Role model for OpCo participation  
   •      Ready now successors in place at every level  
   •      Lives corporate values  
   •      Right person in right job and poor performers 

addressed quickly at all levels  
   •      Each country had an approved strategy     

      •      Role model for living 
corporate values and 
directives  

   •      Countries performs with 
or without involvement 
of Regional Director  

   •      Opportunities for 
partnering with 
community/ government 
actively leveraged     

      •      Developing portfolio strategy  
   •      Coaching and mentoring Business leaders  
   •      High integrity  
   •      Ability to select and assess Business leaders 

based on business strategy  
   •      Knowing how to build alliances in order to 

get things done  
   •      Ability to create a future that people want 

to be a part of     

    Relationship Results 
   •      Key customer 

relationships  
   •      Subordinate and senior 

executive relationships  
   •      Peer relationships  
   •      Company spokesperson  
   •      Government 

relationships including 
local and national     

      •      Customer interface includes joint long - term 
planning Regional planning  

   •      Strong working relationships with each Country 
Manager and OpCo member  

   •      Climate supported relationship building at all 
levels and throughout the Region  

   •      Government relationships enabled favorable 
treatment and early warning including prospective 
Countries  

   •      Results achieved in ways that helped other 
Regions succeed     

      •      Ideas and insight sought 
by community and 
government leaders for 
advancement of their 
initiatives  

   •      Sought out by peers for 
coaching and strategic 
thinking     

      •      Building relationships for their own sake  
   •      Ability to understand what drives Business 

leaders and Country political leaders  
   •      Ability to read powerful people and 

complex situations  
   •      Confi dent in a leadership role  
   •      Understands the greater good  
   •      Knowledge of political agendas in the 

Region ’ s governments     

    Growth and Innovation 
Results 

   •      New markets  
   •      Acquisitions  
   •      New products  
   •      New customers  
   •      New methods and 

processes     

      •      Business processes continually improved and 
exploited growth opportunities and/or lowered 
cost  

   •      Each Country Manager implemented two 
innovations  

   •      Acquisitions improved portfolio ’ s long - term 
growth and profi t potential     

      •      Breakthrough results 
achieved through 
industry leading 
innovative portfolio 
management  

   •      Acquisitions seamlessly 
integrated     

      •      Experience in creating a climate for 
innovation  

   •      Ability and willingness to exploit new 
markets  

   •      Open - minded and tolerant of difference  
   •      Willingness to experiment and try new 

things  
   •      Experience with negotiating and 

integrating acquisitions  
   •      Ability to take short - term risks to enable 

long - term gain     
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     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through a function to results through a multifunctional business team  
   •      From functional state - of - the - art results to business competitive advantage  
   •      From functional excellence to shareholder value  
   •      From planning for functional results to creating long - term strategic plans  

264  Business Manager 
     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through a function to results through a multifunctional business team  
   •      From functional state - of - the - art results to business competitive advantage  
   •      From functional excellence to shareholder value  
   •      From planning for functional results to creating long - term strategic plans  
   •      From valuing your own function to valuing all functions     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Business/Functional Results 
   •      Profi t, economic profi t  
   •      Sales, volume  
   •      Competitive analysis  
   •      Value proposition  
   •      Resource strategy  
   •      Economic environment     

      •      Planned short - term business results 
(volume, profi t, ROI) delivered without 
compromising long - term growth  

   •      Competitive advantage sustainable  
   •      Value proposition met and anticipated 

customer needs and CO. E. needs  
   •      Economic, political, competitive, market 

and industry knowledge evident in 
strategy and decision making  

   •      All KBIs met  
   •      Each Function made a direct 

contribution to competitive advantage     

      •      Profi t grows faster 
than revenue  

   •      Competitive 
advantage achieved 
through innovation  

   •      KBI achievement 
exceeded all other 
countries     

      •      Risk taking and risk management  
   •      Understanding of fi nancial impact of decisions  
   •      Business planning; deep knowledge of the 

contribution of each function  
   •      Multifunctional experience  
   •      Ability to think tactically and strategically  
   •      Able to think in terms of profi tability and 

sustainability rather than functional capability  
   •      Must know how to read and interpret market 

data and competitive response     

    Management 
   •      Operational planning  
   •      Organizational structure  
   •      Quality  
   •      Strategic problem solving  
   •      Execute strategy  
   •      Safety  
   •      Organization 

effectiveness  
   •      Productivity     

      •      Business strategy executed at optimal cost  
   •      Organizational energy directed toward 

achieving business results  
   •      Functional activity fully integrated and 

aligned through the operational plan 
(boundaryless)  

   •      Reviews (project reviews, budget, plan 
reviews) drive decisions rather than share 
information  

   •      Product quality consistently at or above 
standard     

      •      Organizational energy 
superior to peers and 
competitors  

   •      Business practices 
emulated by 
competition and peers  

   •      Productivity improved 
year after year     

      •      Experience managing through several layers  
   •      Ability to make hard decisions and courage to 

stay the course  
   •      Contingency planning experience  
   •      Willingness to rely on and have confi dence in 

functional leaders to achieve results  
   •      Ability to architect an organization to support 

strategy  
   •      Ability to anticipate and avoid problems  
   •      Ability to problem solve at the root cause 

level     



   •      From functional excellence to shareholder value  
   •      From planning for functional results to creating long - term strategic plans  
   •      From valuing your own function to valuing all functions     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Leadership 
   •      Personal leadership  
   •      Team strength  
   •      Enable functional 

leadership  
   •      Performance culture  
   •      Strategic vision; strategy  
   •      Company capability  
   •      Social responsibility     

      •      Business strategy delivered competitive 
advantage; understood and accepted by 
the employees and the Company  

   •       “ A ”  performance delivered by every team 
member and teamwork evident  

   •      Personally connected to employees at all 
levels  

   •      Ready now successor in place and talent 
pipeline improves each year  

   •      Visible community leadership enhanced 
company ’ s image  

   •      Lives corporate values  
   •      Right person in right job and poor 

performers addressed quickly     

      •      Role model for living 
corporate values and 
directives  

   •      Team performs with 
or without 
involvement of 
General Manager  

   •      Opportunities for 
partnering with 
community/ 
government actively 
leveraged     

      •      Coaching and mentoring leaders  
   •      High integrity  
   •      Respectful of others  
   •      Ability to select and assess functional leaders 

based on business strategy  
   •      Knowing how to build alliances in order to get 

things done  
   •      Ability to create a future that people want to 

be a part of  
   •      Articulate communicator and effective listener 

at several layers     

    Relationships 
   •      Key customer 

relationships  
   •      Subordinate and senior 

executive relationships  
   •      Peer relationships  
   •      Company spokesperson  
   •      Community relations  
   •      Political relationships     

      •      Customer interface includes joint 
long - term planning; cross - functional 
planning  

   •      Strong working relationships with each 
team member and each senior executive  

   •      Climate supported relationship building 
at all levels and throughout organization  

   •      Government relationships enabled 
favorable treatment and early warning     

      •      Infl uence and insight 
sought by community 
and industry leaders 
for advancement of 
their initiatives  

   •      Sought out by peers 
for coaching and 
strategic thinking     

      •      Appreciate relationships for their own sake  
   •      Ability to understand what drives other people  
   •      Ability to read powerful people and complex 

situations  
   •      Confi dent in a leadership role  
   •      Well read in current events  
   •      Understands the greater good     

    Growth and Innovation 
   •      New markets  
   •      New applications  
   •      Acquisitions  
   •      New products     

      •      Business processes continually improved 
and exploited growth opportunities and/
or lowered cost  

   •      Acquisitions completed based on 
world - class analysis and meet 
performance expectations  

   •      Each senior team member implemented 
one innovation     

      •      Breakthrough results 
achieved through 
industry leading 
strategies  

   •      Acquisitions 
seamlessly integrated     

      •      Experience in implementing innovation  
   •      Intellectual curiosity  
   •      Ability and willingness to exploit new markets  
   •      Open - minded and tolerant of difference  
   •      Willingness to take risks and to learn from 

mistakes  
   •      Willingness to experiment and try new things  
   •      Experience with negotiating and integrating 

acquisitions     265



     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through a subfunction to results through a complete function and a country team  
   •      From subfunctional productivity to functional, state - of - the - art results  
   •      From subfunctional integration to functional excellence  
   •      From operational planning to planning for functional strategy, aligned with country business and corporate strategy  
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 Function Manager 
     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through a subfunction to results through a complete function and a country team  
   •      From subfunctional productivity to functional, state - of - the - art results  
   •      From subfunctional integration to functional excellence  
   •      From operational planning to planning for functional strategy, aligned with country business and corporate strategy  
   •      From valuing your team to valuing your whole function  
   •      From effective functional team member to effective business team member at country business and corporate levels     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Business/Financial Results 
   •      Profi t, economic profi t  
   •      Sales, volume  
   •      Delivery of budget  
   •      Cost/operating expense  
   •      Competitive analysis  
   •      Customer Satisfaction Index     

      •      Planned short - term business and functional 
results delivered without compromising 
long - term strategic position (profi tability/
EBITA, asset utilisation/economic profi t, 
growth/volume, ROIC, working capital, cost 
management, delivery, quality)  

   •      All mission critical goals/KBIs met  
   •      Function made a direct contribution to 

competitive advantage  
   •      Customer satisfaction improves year after year     

      •      Function ’ s results 
enabled business to 
exceed plan  

   •      All mission critical goals/
KBIs exceeded  

   •      Targets raised during 
business cycle met  

   •      Function delivered 
industry leading 
competitive advantage 
within country business     

      •      Functional risk taking and risk 
management  

   •      Understanding of fi nancial 
impact of decisions  

   •      Function planning; deep 
knowledge of the contribution 
of the function  

   •      Ability to think tactically and 
strategically  

   •      Able to think in terms of 
functional sustainability rather 
than functional short - term 
wins  

   •      Must know how to read and 
interpret market data and 
competitive response  

   •      Cross - functional thinking     



   •      From subfunctional integration to functional excellence  
   •      From operational planning to planning for functional strategy, aligned with country business and corporate strategy  
   •      From valuing your team to valuing your whole function  
   •      From effective functional team member to effective business team member at country business and corporate levels     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Management 
   •      Strategy execution  
   •      Execution excellence  
   •      Organisational structure and 

effectiveness  
   •      Operational planning  
   •      Strategic problem solving  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Compliance (EU, SOX etc.)  
   •      Crisis management     

      •      Business and function strategy executed at 
optimal cost  

   •      Right organisation, processes and systems in 
place to deliver function results  

   •      Infrastructure effectiveness enabled business 
success while maintaining processes and 
systems  

   •      Business performance management system 
and tools for cross - functional boundary 
management fully utilised and outcomes 
measured with KBIs  

   •      Capital and other resources trade - off 
decisions assured all function ’ s plans were met  

   •      Acquisitions integrated to capture business 
objectives and leverage all synergies (e.g. 
achieving cost reduction)     

      •      Observable 
organisational energy 
superior to peers and 
competitors  

   •      Function practices 
copied by peers  

   •      Planning maximized 
overall synergies     

      •      Experience managing through 
managers  

   •      Ability to architect a 
functional organisation to 
support business strategy  

   •      Contingency planning 
expertise/experience  

   •      Ability to anticipate and 
avoid functional problems  

   •      Ability to problem solve at 
the root cause level  

   •      Ability to make and 
communicate hard decisions 
and courage to stay the course  

   •      Ability to perform risk 
assessment  

   •      Delegation skills     

    People Development 
   •      Team strength  
   •      Succession  
   •      Pipeline development  
   •      Talent acquisition  
   •      Personal learning leadership  
   •      Coaching and mentoring  
   •      Developing talent  
   •      Cross - functional team exposure/rotation     

      •      Full performance delivered by all direct 
reports and functional teamwork evident  

   •      Ready now successor in place and leadership 
pipeline improves each year  

   •      Right person in right job to deliver function 
results  

   •      Coaching is a standard management routine 
(monthly performance discussions with direct 
reports with development dialogue two levels 
down on quarterly basis)  

   •      Individual development plan implemented for 
all functional employees     

      •      Team performs 
independent of Country 
Function Head  

   •      Net supplier of talent     

      •      Ability to select and assess 
sub - functional leaders based 
on function strategy  

   •      Ability to empower  
   •      Coaching direct reports and 

mentoring others  
   •      Ability to drive cross -

 functional learning     

(Continued)
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     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through a subfunction to results through a complete function and a country team  
   •      From subfunctional productivity to functional, state - of - the - art results  
   •      From subfunctional integration to functional excellence  
   •      From operational planning to planning for functional strategy, aligned with country business and corporate strategy  
   •      From valuing your team to valuing your whole function  
   •      From effective functional team member to effective business team member at country business and corporate levels     
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     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through a subfunction to results through a complete function and a country team  
   •      From subfunctional productivity to functional, state - of - the - art results  
   •      From subfunctional integration to functional excellence  
   •      From operational planning to planning for functional strategy, aligned with country business and corporate strategy  
   •      From valuing your team to valuing your whole function  
   •      From effective functional team member to effective business team member at country business and corporate levels     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Leadership 
   •      Strategic vision; strategy  
   •      Change leadership  
   •      Performance/results culture  
   •      Functional capability  
   •      Personal business leadership  
   •      Enable functional leadership  
   •      Employee value proposition/ employer 

brand  
   •      Engagement satisfaction  
   •      Cross - functional teamwork     

      •      Functional strategy developed demonstrated 
full understanding of market position and 
customer needs, was aligned to support 
corporate and business strategy and was 
communicated and accepted by the 
employees  

   •      Working environment created that 
encouraged constructive challenge and 
change  

   •      Poor performers addressed quickly at all levels 
in the function  

   •      Function ’ s capability (including use of 
technology) enables business success  

   •      Personally connected to employees at all 
levels of the function  

   •      Lives corporate values, Code of Business 
Conduct and Code of Dealing for Employees  

   •      Import/export best practice  
   •      Engagement plan is in place and results 

improve year by year     

      •      Function strategy copied 
by peers and competitors  

   •      Function ’ s capability is 
at leading edge  

   •      Inspirational leadership  
   •      Role model for living 

corporate values and 
directives  

   •      Engagement results 
improved each year and 
meet or exceed service 
provider ’ s database 
norms     

      •      Ability to translate business 
strategy into function ’ s  

   •      Ability to lead and manage 
change  

   •      Setting standards for 
function ’ s performance  

   •      Confi dent in a leadership role  
   •      High integrity  
   •      Respectful of others, 

accepting/ adapting to local 
culture  

   •      Articulate communicator and 
effective listener at all layers  

   •      Cross - functional team building     

Function Manager (Continued)



o va u g you tea to va u g you w o e u ct o
   •      From effective functional team member to effective business team member at country business and corporate levels     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Relationships 
   •      Key customer/supplier relationships  
   •      Relationships at all levels of the function  
   •      Peer/corporate relationships  
   •      Business/trade/industry groups/

associations  
   •      Union/work council relationships  
   •      Educational institutions  
   •      Community relations  
   •      Public authorities relationships  
   •      Opinion leaders and other important 

stakeholders     

      •      Customer/supplier interface includes joint 
long - term functional planning  

   •      Strong working relationships at all levels in 
the function enabled rapid communication  

   •      Strong working relationships with each 
business team member and corporate assured 
mutual support  

   •      Public authorities and other stakeholder 
relationships enabled effective management 
and co - operation     

      •      Working relationships 
within the function 
strongest in the business  

   •      Relationships with other 
functions created real 
teamwork  

   •      Sought out by peers for 
coaching and strategic 
thinking     

      •      Appreciate relationships for 
their own sake  

   •      Ability to understand what 
drives people in other 
functions  

   •      Knowledge of the 
contributions of all functions  

   •      Well read in current events  
   •      Understands the greater good  
   •      Networking and lobbying 

skills     

    Growth and Innovation 
   •      New markets  
   •      New products  
   •      New categories/channels  
   •      New customers  
   •      New applications/ processes  
   •      New methods  
   •      New ideas  
   •      Corporate initiatives     

      •      Function shows a stream of innovations and 
each direct report implemented at least one 
innovation  

   •      Function processes continually improved, 
exploited growth opportunities and/or 
lowered cost and brought better results  

   •      Corporate initiatives implementation (EATB, 
SAP etc.)  

   •      Proactive functional best practices embedded 
and improved function ’ s results and 
ineffective functional practices eliminated     

      •      Breakthrough results 
achieved through 
industry leading practices  

   •      New ideas acquired from 
studying parallel 
industries were applied     

      •      Intellectual curiosity  
   •      Open - minded and tolerant of 

difference  
   •      Willingness to experiment and 

try new things  
   •      Willingness to take risks and 

to learn from mistakes  
   •      Experience in implementing 

innovation  
   •      Process improvement skills  
   •      Benchmarking of best 

practices     

    Social Responsibility (SR) 
   •      Social responsibility awareness/behavior  
   •      Consumer education  
   •      Employer reputation  
   •      Quality  
   •      Safety and health  
   •      Environment     

      •      SR strategy and programs fully implemented 
in compliance with Guidelines on 
Environment, Marketplace, Community and 
Workplace  

   •      Visible community leadership enhanced 
company ’ s image  

   •      Quality consistently at or above standards 
and met at optimal cost  

   •      Ensured safety and health management 
systems and procedures are in place and 
followed     

      •      Opportunities for 
partnering with 
community/government 
actively leveraged  

   •      Social Responsibility 
Programs copied by peers 
and other competitors  

   •      Quality improved 
signifi cantly year after 
year     

      •      Ability to see the social 
implications of function 
decisions  

   •      Balanced judgment of impact 
and cost  

   •      Ability to implement quality 
and safety and health 
management systems     
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     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through individuals to results through managers  
   •      From individual productivity to management productivity  
   •      From cross - team collaboration to subfunctional integration  
   •      From work planning and performance management to operational planning  
   •      From valuing work to valuing management  
   •      From cross - boundary infl uence to effective functional team membership     
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 Manager of Managers 
     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through individuals to results through managers  
   •      From individual productivity to management productivity  
   •      From cross - team collaboration to subfunctional integration  
   •      From work planning and performance management to operational planning  
   •      From valuing work to valuing management  
   •      From cross - boundary infl uence to effective functional team membership     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Business/Financial Results 
   •      Profi t  
   •      Sales, volume  
   •      Cost control  
   •      Delivery of budget  
   •      Competitive analysis  
   •      Customer Satisfaction Index  
   •      Pricing     

      •      All mission critical goals/KBIs met  
   •      Customer satisfaction improves year after year  
   •      Budgeted revenue, volume, cost, and programs 

delivered at optional cost  
   •      Customer engagement process enabled revenue 

growth  
   •      Pricing decisions refl ect competitive reality     

      •      Results enabled 
function to exceed plan  

   •      All mission critical 
goals/KBIs exceeded  

   •      Targets raised during 
business cycle met     

      •      Understanding of fi nancial impact 
of decisions  

   •      Ability to think tactically and 
strategically  

   •      Able to think in terms of 
functional sustainability rather 
than short - term wins  

   •      Must know how to read and 
interpret market data and 
competitive response  

   •      Cross - boundary thinking     

    People Development 
   •      Developing First - Line Mgrs  
   •      Team strength  
   •      Succession  
   •      Talent acquisition  
   •      Personal learning of leadership  
   •      Coaching and mentoring mgrs     

      •      Full performance delivered by all First - Line 
Managers  

   •      Ready now successor in place and leadership 
pipeline improves each year  

   •      Right person in right job to deliver results  
   •      Individual development plan implemented for all 

employees  
   •      First - Line Managers taught to develop their 

people as part of day - to - day job     

      •      Net supplier of 
management talent  

   •      First - Line Managers 
from other functions 
asked for coaching     

      •      Ability to select and assess 
First - Line Managers  

   •      Ability to empower managers  
   •      Coaching direct reports and 

mentoring others  
   •      Ability to lead team learning 

events     



   •      From valuing work to valuing management  
   •      From cross - boundary infl uence to effective functional team membership     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Management 
   •      Functional strategy execution  
   •      Operational excellence  
   •      Project management  
   •      Operational planning  
   •      Strategic problem solving  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Compliance (EU, SOX etc.)     

      •      Function strategy executed at optimal cost  
   •      Right organisation, processes and systems in 

place to deliver sub - function results  
   •      Infrastructure effectiveness enabled function ’ s 

success while maintaining processes and systems  
   •      Business performance management system and 

tools for cross - functional boundary management 
fully utilised and outcomes measured with KBIs  

   •      Manpower and other resources trade - off decisions 
assured all plans were met  

   •      Projects completed on time and delivered real 
value to the business     

      •      Project management 
practices copied by 
peers  

   •      Planning maximized 
overall synergies  

   •      Resource management 
improved overall 
business results     

      •      Three to fi ve years of managerial 
experience  

   •      Operational planning expertise/ 
experience  

   •      Ability to anticipate and avoid 
operational problems 

 •    Ability to problem solve at the 
root cause level  

   •      Ability to make and communicate 
hard decisions and courage to stay 
the course  

   •      Ability to manage managers     

    Leadership 
   •      Longer - term thinking  
   •      Change leadership  
   •      Performance/results culture  
   •      Sub - functional capability  
   •      Employee value proposition/ employer 

brand  
   •      Engagement satisfaction  
   •      Cross - functional teamwork     

      •      Function strategy understood and accepted by all 
sub - function members  

   •      Work environment created that encouraged 
constructive challenge and change  

   •      Poor performers addressed quickly at all levels  
   •      Sub - function ’ s capability (including use of 

technology) enables success  
   •      Personally connected to employees at all levels 

of the function  
   •      Lives corporate values, Code of Business 

Conduct and Code of Dealing for Employees     

      •      Role model for living 
corporate values and 
directives  

   •      Strategy 
communication and 
engagement methods 
copied by peers  

   •      Team effectiveness is 
greater than peers     

      •      Ability to translate function 
strategy into sub - function ’ s plan  

   •      Ability to lead and manage change  
   •      Setting standards for management 

performance  
   •      Confi dent in a leadership role  
   •      Respectful of others, accepting/ 

adapting to local culture  
   •      Articulate communicator and 

effective listener at all layers  
   •      Cross - functional team building     

    Relationships 
   •      Key customer/supplier relationships  
   •      Relationships at all levels of the function  
   •      Cross - functional relationships  
   •      Business/trade/industry groups/

associations  
   •      Union/work council relationships  
   •      Community relations  
   •      Opinion leaders and other important 

stakeholders     

      •      Customer/supplier interface includes win/win 
solutions  

   •      Strong working relationships at all levels in the 
function enabled rapid communication  

   •      Strong working relationships with boss assured 
mutual support  

   •      Mentoring relationship established with high 
performing individual contributors  

   •      Cross - functional relationships improved business 
results     

      •      Working relationships 
within the function 
enabled functional 
synergy  

   •      Relationships with 
peers in other functions 
created real teamwork  

   •      Sought out by peers for 
coaching and problem 
solving     

      •      Build relationships to improve 
results  

   •      Ability to understand what drives 
peers in other functions  

   •      Knowledge of the contributions of 
all functions  

   •      Well read in current events  
   •      Understands the greater good  
   •      Ability to develop win/win 

solutions     

(Continued)
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     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through individuals to results through managers  
   •      From individual productivity to management productivity  
   •      From cross - team collaboration to subfunctional integration  
   •      From work planning and performance management to operational planning  
   •      From valuing work to valuing management  
   •      From cross - boundary infl uence to effective functional team membership     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional 
Performance  

   Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Growth and Innovation 
   •      New markets  
   •      New products  
   •      New categories/channels  
   •      New customers  
   •      New applications/ processes  
   •      New methods  
   •      New ideas     

      •      Personally implemented at least one innovation  
   •      Processes continually improved, exploited growth 

opportunities and/or lowered cost and brought 
better results  

   •      Functional best practices embedded and 
improved results and ineffective practices 
eliminated  

   •      New programs/processes identifi ed, sold and 
implemented     

      •      New ideas acquired 
from studying parallel 
industries  

   •      Processes and programs 
widely used by other 
functions     

      •      Learn from mistakes  
   •      Intellectual curiosity  
   •      Open - minded and tolerant of 

difference  
   •      Willingness to experiment and try 

new methods  
   •      Experience in implementing 

innovation without disruption  
   •      Process improvement skills     

    Social Responsibility (SR) 
   •      Policy dissemination  
   •      Social responsibility awareness/behavior  
   •      Consumer education  
   •      Employer reputation  
   •      Quality  
   •      Safety and health  
   •      Environment     

      •      Ensured safety and health management systems 
and procedures are in place and followed by 
managers  

   •      Corporate SR strategy and programs fully 
understood and implemented in compliance with 
company Citizenship Guidelines on 
Environment, Marketplace, Community and 
Workplace  

   •      Quality consistently at or above standards and 
met at optimal cost     

      •      Quality improved 
signifi cantly year after 
year  

   •      Opportunities for 
partnering with 
community actively 
leveraged  

   •      Social Responsibility 
Programs copied by 
peers and other 
functions     

      •      Ability to disseminate and enforce 
safety and environment policy  

   •      Balanced judgment of impact and 
cost of programs  

   •      Ability to implement quality, 
safety and health improvements     

Manager of Managers (Continued)
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 Manager of Others 
     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through personal effort and cooperation to results through others  
   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
   •      From planning own work to work planning for team and performance management  
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
   •      From developing high - quality individual work skills to developing managerial skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Professional/Technical/ 
Operational 

   •      KBIs delivery  
   •      Sales/volume/cost  
   •      Budget and expense 

management  
   •      Customer Satisfaction  
   •      Customer/vendor 

infl uence and decisions  
   •      Information analysis, 

sharing and reports  
   •      Project delivery     

      •      Delivered product, service, advice to specifi cation 
within budget and on time through team  

   •      All mission critical goals/KBIs met  
   •      Projects met all targets and helped deliver function 

strategy  *    
   •      Customer Satisfaction surveys were analyzed and 

related action plans were developed  
   •      Management of customer (external/internal) 

engagement process enabled achievement of objectives  
   •      Advanced information on professional/ technical/

operational opportunities and changes shared 
appropriately  

   •      Right vendor delivered right services at right time for 
the right price  *    

   •      Requested reports delivered accurately and on time     

      •      All mission critical goals/
KBIs exceeded  

   •      New (additional) results 
achieved within budget  

   •      Extra value through 
customer and vendor 
partnerships     

      •      General business practices  
   •      Ability to see the  “ big picture ”   
   •      Ability to read and interpret market 

data and competitive response  
   •      Drive for results  
   •      Understanding of cost/revenue 

impact of decisions     

    People Development 
   •      Team strength  
   •      Team development  
   •      Coaching and feedback  
   •      Successor Development  
   •      Recruiting  
   •      Employee Training     

      •      All team members have and use required technical 
competence  

   •      Coaching and feedback were part of day - to - day job and 
there were no surprises in the performance evaluation  

   •      All employees had a current development plan and 
were actively pursuing it  

   •      Identifi ed successor ’ s development plan was 
implemented  

   •      Right person in right job to deliver results  
   •      New hires have potential for bigger jobs     

      •      Team members sought by 
other departments/
functions  

   •      Exceptional performers 
wanted to work on his/her 
team  

   •      Sought out as coach by 
other areas     

      •      Identifi cation and selection of talent  
   •      Coaching skills  
   •      Ability to create a learning 

environment  
   •      Teaching company ’ s culture 

requirements  
   •      Feedback skills     

(Continued)
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     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through personal effort and cooperation to results through others  
   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  

     Shift in Work Values 
   •      From results through personal effort and cooperation to results through others  
   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
   •      From planning own work to work planning for team and performance management  
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
   •      From developing high - quality individual work skills to developing managerial skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Management 
   •      Priorities  
   •      Work Plans  
   •      Execution and process 

management  
   •      Problem solving  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Compliance (EU, SOX, 

Audit, local tax and 
labor legislation, etc)  

   •      Project management     

      •      Priorities for self and team established based on 
department/function objectives  

   •      All employees had clear direction, accountability, 
agreed upon current and measurable objectives  

   •      Control system ensured timely results and no surprises  
   •      Self  &  team in full compliance with internal policies, 

processes, standards and local legislation  
   •      Productivity increases each year; Self and team 

consistently reduced all non - value - adding work and 
waste     

      •      Management practices 
copied by peers  

   •      Decision making, problem 
solving and compliance set 
the standards for peers ’  
teams  

   •      Each individual and team 
in total met all goals     

      •      Sub - function experience  &  expertise  
   •      Organizational and time 

management skills  
   •      Ability to anticipate and avoid 

problems  
   •      Ability to think logically  
   •      Ability to make quality decisions  
   •      Delegation skills  
   •      Full knowledge of function strategy  
   •      Project management skills  
   •      Knowledge and interpretation of 

policies, processes, procedures and 
systems  

   •      Sound judgment     

    Leadership 
   •      Translation of Group/

Country/Function 
strategic guidelines into 
local/departmental 
purpose and direction  

   •      Change leadership  
   •      Performance 

management  
   •      Employee retention  
   •      Motivation/recognition     

      •      Group/Country/Function strategic guidelines were 
translated into local/departmental goals and direction  *    

   •      Need for change was clearly communicated and 
accepted by the team  

   •      Regular recognition of employees produced increased 
performance  

   •      Poor performance addressed quickly  
   •      Lives corporate values and Code of Business Conduct 

(and Code of Dealing for Employees where applicable)     

      •      Considered a role model 
for leading high 
performing and diverse 
front - line teams  

   •      Team effectiveness was 
greater than peers  

   •      Role model for living 
corporate values and 
directives at this layer     

      •      Ability to interpret function strategy 
and culture  *    

   •      Ability to implement change  *    
   •      Ability to set clear standards for 

performance  
   •      High integrity  
   •      Ability to adapt leadership style 

appropriately  
   •      Ability to identify motivators key to 

individual performance  
   •      Confl ict resolution     

Manager of Others (Continued)
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   •      From personal productivity to team productivity and individual productivity  
   •      From working as a member of a team to building an effective and successful team  
   •      From planning own work to work planning for team and performance management  
   •      From valuing professional standards to valuing managerial work  
   •      From developing high - quality individual work skills to developing managerial skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and Experience  

    Relationships 
   •      Customers/vendors/ 

suppliers  
   •      Functional stakeholders 

(peers, manager, 
functional community)  

   •      Opinion leaders and 
other important 
stakeholders  

   •      Cross - functional 
teamwork     

      •      Customers/suppliers/vendors interface included 
win - win solutions  

   •      Open communication with peers and manager(s) 
assured  “ no surprises ”   

   •      Trust and confi dence developed with internal 
stakeholders  

   •      Cooperation with other functions ensured improved 
team ’ s results     

      •      Function relationships 
enabled country ’ s/BU ’ s/
Group ’ s unique needs to 
be met  

   •      Plans and goals refl ected 
multi - unit thinking     

      •      Ability to build relationships that 
enable results  

   •      Ability to communicate effectively  
   •      Country/BU business knowledge/

awareness  
   •      Ability to read the situation and 

understand priorities  
   •      Knowledge of local needs and 

practices  
   •      Teamwork skills and mindset  
   •      Ability to develop win/win solutions     

    Growth  &  Innovation 
   •      New technical/

operational/ 
professional initiatives  

   •      New ideas  
   •      Technical/functional 

innovation  
   •      Systems, processes and 

standards improvement     

      •      Track record of improvements driven by curiosity and 
application of new knowledge and ideas  *    

   •      Relevant processes/programs continuously improved  
   •      Business initiatives were implemented successfully     

      •      Team targets were 
exceeded through fi nding 
new ways of using function 
process/program 
improvements and new 
ideas  

   •      Continuous improvement 
was a  “ way of life ”  in the 
team     

      •      Willingness to experiment and try 
new ideas  

   •      Process improvement skills  
   •      Product and industry knowledge  
   •      Benchmarking of best practices 

within in own function     

    Social Responsibility 
   •      Policy understanding  
   •      Health, Safety  &  

Environment  
   •      Employer reputation     

      •      SR strategy and program fully understood and 
implemented as appropriate by the team  

   •      Health, safety  &  environment management systems 
and procedures in place and followed  

   •      Workplace conditions (physical) supported 
productivity, health and safety  

   •      Ensured that the company ’ s local events enhanced the 
company ’ s image  *    

   •      Lives company Citizenship     

      •      Opportunities for 
partnering with the 
community actively 
leveraged (e.g. speeches to 
educational institutions)  

   •      CSR programs copied by 
peers  

   •      Role model for company 
Citizenship in the Country     

      •      Ability to disseminate and enforce 
health, safety  &  environment policy  

   •      Full knowledge of company ’ s policies     

    *   Indicates key new requirement for Manager of Others.   275



     Work Values 
   •      Results through personal effort and often by cooperating with other teams  
   •      Personal productivity  
   •      Working as a member of a team  
   •      Planning own work for personal success  
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 Self - Manager 
     Work Values 
   •      Results through personal effort and often by cooperating with other teams  
   •      Personal productivity  
   •      Working as a member of a team  
   •      Planning own work for personal success  
   •      Valuing company and professional standards, adopting company ’ s values and culture  
   •      High - quality individual work and skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Professional/Technical/ 
Operational 

   •      Delivery of role ’ s results  
   •      Customer service  
   •      Information sharing  
   •      Reports  
   •      Support in projects  
   •      KBI delivery     

      •      Delivered work (products, analysis, support, 
services) and information on time and according 
to specifi cations  

   •      All mission critical goals/KBIs met  
   •      Customers were served according to the 

company ’ s standards  
   •      Requested reports delivered accurately and on 

time     

      •      Targets, due dates and quality 
standards regularly exceeded  

   •      All mission critical goals/
KBIs exceeded  

   •      New (additional) results 
achieved  

   •      Quality of work was model 
for peers     

      •      Drive to learn fast and work 
independently  

   •      Basic fi nancial understanding  
   •      Customer service mindset  
   •      Knowledge of functional 

needs  
   •      Ability to see the big picture     

    People Development 
   •      Self - development  
   •      Capability building in own 

area of work  
   •      Knowledge sharing and 

development     

      •      Sharing/transferring of knowledge and 
information strengthened capability in the peer 
team  

   •      Demonstrated active learning through openness 
to feedback and application of professional/
technical/operational competence     

      •      Peers sought to work with 
him/her in order to learn  

   •      Personal growth set standard 
for the team     

      •      Openness to feedback  
   •      Self - assessment/awareness  
   •      Acquiring and applying new 

knowledge     

    Management 
   •      Work plans and priorities  
   •      Organization, check and 

control  
   •      Implementation of 

standards and specifi cations  
   •      Problem handling/solving  
   •      Productivity  
   •      Project management     

      •      Work plans/project plans and priorities were 
based on departmental objectives  

   •      Checking and control routines ensured timely 
results and no surprises  

   •      Thorough implementation of the company ’ s 
standards and specifi cations ensured no mistakes  

   •      Obstacles were handled and overcome in a 
timely manner  

   •      Productivity was increased due to optimal 
organization of work     

      •      Time and work management 
improved departmental 
results  

   •      Problem handling/solving 
and implementation of 
company ’ s standards and 
specifi cations set the norm 
for peers     

      •      Attention to detail  
   •      Analytical skills  
   •      Ability to prioritize and plan  
   •      Ability to provide solutions 

to problems  
   •      Ability to perform repetitive 

duties according to standards     



   •      Working as a member of a team  
   •      Planning own work for personal success  
   •      Valuing company and professional standards, adopting company ’ s values and culture  
   •      High - quality individual work and skills     

   Results     Full Performance     Exceptional Performance     Skills, Knowledge, and 
Experience  

    Leadership 
   •      Values/ethics  
   •      Teamwork/team play     

      •      Contributed to positive teamwork environment 
consistently  

   •      Personal behavior meets company ’ s values/ethics 
requirements  

   •      Went the extra mile with customers/peers     

      •      Role model for living 
corporate values and 
directives  

   •      Thought leader among peers     

      •      Integrity  
   •      Communication and 

effective listening skills  
   •      Negotiation skills     

    Relationships 
   •      Customers/vendors  
   •      Functional stakeholders 

(peers, manager, functional 
community)  

   •      Cross - functional teamwork     

      •      Customer/vendor interactions facilitated 
achievement of department ’ s objectives  

   •      Cooperation with colleagues within own and 
with other functions ensured improved results  

   •      Open communication in all directions assured 
 “ no surprises ”      

      •      Model for effective working 
relationships with peers in/
outside function  

   •      Plans and goals refl ect 
multi - functional thinking     

      •      Relationship building for 
supporting individual 
performance  

   •      Team player  
   •      Knowledge of goals and 

needs of other functions  
   •      Knowledge of company ’ s 

needs and practices in own 
function     

    Growth and Innovation 
   •      New ideas  
   •      Technical/functional 

innovation  
   •      Service improvement  
   •      Process improvement  
   •      Internal/external 

benchmarking/best 
practices     

      •      Track record of improvements driven by 
curiosity and application of new knowledge and 
ideas  

   •      One innovation produced and considered for 
implementation each year  

   •      Methods continuously improved  
   •      Work routines adapted to fully support corporate 

initiatives, systems utilization and internal best 
practices     

      •      Personal targets were 
exceeded through fi nding 
new ways of using function 
process/program 
improvements and new ideas  

   •      New methods led to 
substantial productivity 
improvement in the team     

      •      Intellectual curiosity  
   •      Willingness to express and 

experiment new ideas  
   •      Ability to learn from 

mistakes  
   •      Information gathering     

     Social Responsibility (SR)  
   •      Policy implementation  
   •      Health, Safety  &  

Environment  
   •      Employer reputation     

      •      SR strategy and program fully understood and 
followed  

   •      Health, safety and environment management 
systems and procedures followed  

   •      Reduced company ’ s environmental impact 
(energy savings, paperless offi ce etc.)  

   •      Lives enterprise values     

      •      Role model for enterprise 
citizenship  

   •      Opportunities for partnering 
with community actively 
leveraged (as assigned)     

      •      Full knowledge of 
enterprise ’ s policies  

   •      Understanding of 
environmental impact of 
own and others ’  work     
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 Tool 2 

 Interview Questions     
                
 



      Questions and Probes    Listen for    . . .      

     1A.    Tell me about the scope of your job, e.g., number of 
people you manage, size of your budget, where does it 
fi t in the value chain, etc. 

  Probe:  Where would you like more clarity?  

      •      Completeness  
   •      Degree of complexity  
   •      Doing vs. managing for results  
   •      Level of enthusiasm     

     1B.    Think broadly about expected results over the last two 
or three years. What are the key results expected 
from your position? 

  Probes:  
     Consider other aspects of your work such as externals or 

softer areas (like people).  
     You  ’  ve given me a short list; consider all the ways you are 

measured.  
  Note  : Allow a little time for them to think.   

      •      Results by performance category: 
     Financial/Operational,   Management,  
    Customer,   Relationships,  
    Leadership,   Social Responsibility    

   •      Nouns, not verbs, e.g., plans not planning  
   •      Clarity of understanding of the job  
   •      Results focus vs. activity     

     2.    What are the most important tasks you performed? 
  Probes:   What do you actually do to achieve the results?  
  I didn  ’  t hear any tasks associated with result  XX  — tell me 

what tasks are required.  
  What are your tasks associated with risk management?   

      •      Verbs, no adverbs  
   •      Connection to the results, e.g., sales 

results require sales planning, sales calls, 
service visits     
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      Questions and Probes    Listen for    . . .      

     3A.    Please give me some examples of important decisions 
you make? 

  Probes:   Especially what do you decide on their own?  
 If none or small list of decisions is given probe: What 

recommendations do you make to your boss or others 
above you?  

      •      Reasonable fi t with required results  
   •      Clarity of their authority  
   •      Decisions vs. recommendations     

     3B.    Any situations where you think you should have more 
authority? 

  Probe:  Specifi cally, what must be decided by you in this 
job to be successful? Why is that authority needed?  

      •      Connection to results  
   •      Specifi city of response vs. non - actionable 

idea  
   •      Degree of thoughtfulness     

     4.    What obstacles must be overcome to achieve your 
expected results? 

  Probes : Resources, politics, competition, management, 
skills, etc. 

 What are consequences or rewards for risk taking?  

      •      Specifi city of obstacles  
   •      Breadth of the response, i.e., considers 

more than one kind of obstacle  
   •      Relevance to results  
   •      Internal vs. external     

     5.    Describe for me how your time is spent, e.g., what 
percentage of the total is spent on each activity or 
result? 

  Probe:   For  “ meetings ”  — What is the purpose? Who called 
the meeting?  

  For  “ customers ”  — what was the purpose of the interaction?  
  For  “ with my people ”  — doing what exactly ?  

      •      All tasks accounted for  
   •      Enough specifi city to discern what results 

category is being addressed  
   •      Add up to 100%     
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      Questions and Probes    Listen for    . . .      

     6.    What knowledge, skills, experience are required for 
success in the job? 

 16 A. Knowledge — technical, legal, customer - based, 
professional 

 16B. Skills — leading, managing, selling 
 16C. Experience — jobs, projects, geography, business 

type, line/staff 
  Probe:  How do these help overcome the obstacles? 

Help decision making?  

      •      Consistency with results, tasks, obstacles  
   •      Thorough picture  
   •      Doing vs. leading  
   •      Technical vs. managerial     

     7.    What has contributed the most to your preparation for 
this job? Was there a particularly important 
assignment, learning experience or mentor? 

  Probe:   Why was this helpful?   

      •      Relevance to achieving results vs. 
relevance for getting selected for the job  

   •      Knowledge/Skill/Experience gained     

     8.    What additional preparation would have been helpful? 
  Probe:   It could be for making a particular decision or for 

executing a task.   

      •      Knowledge/Skill/Experience needed  
   •      Criticality of the issues in achieving results     

     9.    Do you see any major changes in your position over the 
next 3  –  5 years? 

  Probe:   How will [company name]  ’  s strategy impact this 
job?   

      •      What results must change and why, what 
skills are needed  

   •      Driven by strategy change vs. expense 
reduction  

   •      Tailoring the job to the person     
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      Questions and Probes    Listen for    . . .      

  10.    What additional development do you feel is needed to 
assure success in handling these changes?  

      •      Job vs. project vs. training vs. coaching  
   •      Knowledge/Skill vs. personal traits     

  11.    Is cross - functional training (operations, fi nance, 
marketing, regulatory, corporate staff, etc.) necessary 
to do your job? 

  Probe :  What other functional experience would help achieve 
which results(s)?   

      •      Connection to results  
   •      Thoughtful answers  
   •       Not  knee - jerk reaction     

  12.    Should cross - business training be encouraged? 
  Probe:   Which businesses? What benefi t would be obtained?   

      •      Connection to results  
   •      Connection to Knowledge/Skills/

Experience     
  13.    Let ’ s look at some key relationships that may impact 

your work.  
    

  13A.    Describe your working relationships with your peers 
including peers in all Divisions/Businesses.  

      •      Support vs. confl ict  
   •      Flow of information     

  13B.    Describe your working relationships with your boss. 
  Probe  : What would you like to get from your boss that you 

aren  ’  t getting?   

      •      Trust  
   •      Guidance and coaching  
   •      Mutual respect  
   •      Unfulfi lled needs     
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